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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the inverse classiﬁcation problem, in which we desire to deﬁne the features of an incomplete record in such a way that will result in a desired class
label. Such an approach is useful in applications in which
it is an objective to determine a set of actions to be taken
in order to guide the data mining application towards a desired solution. This system can be used for a variety of decision support applications which have pre-determined task
criteria.
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1. Introduction
The classiﬁcation problem has been widely studied in the
literature because of its applicability to a wide variety of
problems [2, 3]. In this paper, we introduce the interesting
and related problem problem of inverse classiﬁcation. The
inverse classiﬁcation problem is one in which it is desirable
to determine the feature variables for an incompletely speciﬁed test data set. Typically, these feature variables are decision variables for an optimization or decision support application. The aim is to decide these feature variables in such
a way so as that the resulting records would belong to a set
of desired class variable values for the test data set. For the
case of the training data set, both the feature and class variables are completely deﬁned in Dtrain . On the other hand,
for the case of the test data set Dtest , the class variables are
completely deﬁned but the feature variables are not. Thus,
each test data example has a desired class label associated
with it. The aim of the inverse classiﬁcation problem is to
choose the test feature variables such that the corresponding classiﬁcation accuracy with respect to the desired test
classes is maximized.
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The inverse classiﬁcation problem can be used to solve a
number of applications in which the features can be used to
deﬁne certain actions which drive the decision support system towards a desired end-result. For example, in a mass
marketing application, it may be desirable to send various
kinds of mailers to customers in order to solicit responses
from customers. The training database class variables contain 0-1 action-driven values corresponding to the true participation behavior based on certain actions. We note that
while a single-attribute version of this problem is solvable
using a sensitivity analysis approach on standard classiﬁcation methods, it is necessary to deﬁne the more sophisticated inverse classiﬁcation problem in order to model the
effect of a combination of different action and decision variables. A related class of methods is that of re-inforcement
learning [4], in which it is desirable to learn the variables
of a Markov decision process in order to learn a speciﬁc
outcome. However, re-inforcement learning is tailored to
process-optimization criteria, whereas the inverted classiﬁcation problem is tailored to a large class of problems where
large amounts of training data are already available from
previously tested processes. In such cases, it is prudent to
design the inverse classiﬁcation problem to leverage on the
pre-deﬁned training data.
We assume that the training data set Dtrain contains N
records which are denoted by X1 . . . XN . In addition, each
record is associated with class labels denoted by l1 . . . lN .
We also assume that the data contains a total of k class labels which are denoted by {1 . . . k}. The subsets of the data
1
k
. . . Dtrain
.
for each of the k classes are denoted by Dtrain
We also assume that the cardinality of these k classes are
denoted by p1 . . . pk . Thus, we have:
k


IEEE

(1)

The test data set contains M records which are denoted
by Y1 . . . YM along with desired class labels denoted by
q1 . . . qM . The records Y1 . . . YN are incompletely deﬁned
since some of the ﬁelds may be missing. These missing
ﬁelds (denoted by M) are typically action-oriented or decision variables which need to be chosen in order to maxi-
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# of tuples wrongly classified (total is 2763)

ﬁlling the missing variables by C(i1 . . . iq ). This is given
by:
q
vij
(3)
C(i1 . . . iq ) = πj=1
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Figure 1. Naive Bayesian: Accuracy boost
on mushroom with increasing number of removed attributes

mize the classiﬁcation accuracy of the test data by a training
model into the desired class label. We assume that the missing ﬁelds in the test data are denoted by M.

1.1. The Inverse Classiﬁcation Algorithm
These missing entries need to be chosen in order to direct the classiﬁcation of the test records towards the desired
class label. For the purpose of ease in exposition, we will
ﬁrst describe the algorithm assuming that all the attributes
in the data are categorical. We note that this assumption
is without loss of generality since we can use the process
of discretization in order to convert the quantitative variables into categorical form. We will discuss the detailed
process of discretization slightly later. As discussed earlier,
the training data contains N records such that each of these
records contains d dimensions. We assume that the number of possible categorical values for the ith dimension is
denoted by v(i), For the dimension i, the categorical values are denoted by ai1 . . . aiv(i) . For each categorical value
for dimension i, we maintain an inverted list containing all
the records which take on that particular value. We assume
that the data points in the qth list for dimension i is denoted
by L(i, q). The number of elements in each inverted list
is equal to the number of records taking on that particular
value. Thus, the total number of inverted lists nI is deﬁned
as follows:
k

v(i)
(2)
nI =
i=1

The ﬁrst step is to convert the entire training data into the
inverted representation. This is key to making the algorithm
scalable for very large databases. Let us consider a test example T , which has q missing attributes. Let us assume that
the index of the missing attributes are denoted by i1 . . . iq .
We note that the attributes can take on vi1 . . . viq possible
values. We denote the number of possible combinations of

Thus, the number of possibilities for picking the missing
attributes increases exponentially in practice. Therefore, it
is necessary to design an algorithm which can efﬁciently
search through the space of exponential possibilities in order to pick the missing attributes in the optimum way. In
order to achieve this goal, we will use the process of constructing the combination of attributes in a bottom up roll
fashion. The inverse classiﬁcation algorithm uses as input
the test example T , the target class index q, the gini threshold a, and the support threshold s. The support and gini
thresholds deﬁne a bound used to prune the sets of dimensions which are not sufﬁciently discriminatory for the exploratory process. In order to achieve this goal, we use a
rollup technique to construct those sets of dimensions which
are extremely biased towards the desired class label. This
is used to create the set LF which deﬁnes the combinations
of decision variables which are biased towards the desired
class label. The inverted representation of the data plays a
key role in being able to perform the entire process in an
efﬁcient way. As a result, the algorithm can be scaled up
to very large databases. A detailed description of the algorithm may be found in [1]. Next, we use the combinations
of dimensions deﬁned by LF to deﬁne the missing variables of T . We pick the set in LF with the next highest
gini-index in order to insert values into the set T . This process is repeated until all values in T have been ﬁlled, or the
set LF is empty. In the event that some value of T has not
been ﬁlled, then the unﬁlledvalues correspond to the average behavior of all records belonging to the target class. In
the event of categorical attributes, we pick the categorical
value which occurs most frequently for the target class. A
detailed description of this process may be found in [1].

2. Experimental Results
All our experiments are implemented by Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 and run using a 3GHz Pentium IV machine
with 1GB main memory. A key issue is the choice of data
sets in order to test the algorithm. This is because there
are no standard benchmarks available for the problem, nor
are there readily available data sets corresponding to such
decision support applications. Since there are no data sets
available for testing the inverse classiﬁcation problem, we
need to use the data sets for testing the standard classiﬁcation problem. We will describe our results on the mushroom data set from the UCI machine learning repository.
More results may be found in [1]. The data set was randomly divided into a training and testing part. Speciﬁcally,
two-thirds of the data was used for training and the remaining was used for testing. The training data was preserved
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Figure 3. Decision Table: Accuracy boost
on mushroom with increasing number of removed attributes

number of missing attributes. This is because of the reduced
amount of information in the smaller number of attributes.
In each case, the accuracy of the classiﬁer showed a considerable boost over the original data set because of the modiﬁcation of the attributes in an optimized way by the inverted
classiﬁcation process. This is because the inverse classiﬁcation algorithm learns the optimum combination of attribute
values which result in the greatest matching of the feature
variables to the target class label. This is useful in a decision support application, in which it is desirable to learn the
most appropriate categorical decision variables for classiﬁcation. The overall summary of these results is that the inverted classiﬁcation approach can lead to improvements in
the quality of the data, and this improvement increases with
the number of attributes being replaced. In the context of
a decision support application, this means that the inverted
classiﬁcation approach is most effective when there are a
large number of decision variables. This is also the most
interesting case in a real setting.
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Figure 2. REPTree: Accuracy boost on mushroom with increasing number of removed attributes

in its original state whereas the test data was used to create
the missing action driven attributes. Speciﬁcally, for each
tuple, we removed Attr Remove entries. The iclass algorithm was used to determine the action driven missing
entries. A number of off-the-shelf classiﬁers were used in
order to determine the classiﬁcation quality of the newly
constructed data set on these entries. At the same time, we
also determined the classiﬁcation accuracy on the data set
with a reduced number of attributes. Care was taken to pick
a variety of different classiﬁers, so that there was no overﬁtting between the particular classiﬁer being used and the
methodology of the iclass algorithm for determining the entries in the data. Speciﬁcally, we used implementations of
the Naive Bayesian classiﬁer, REPTree, and Decision Table
classiﬁers. These classiﬁers were obtained from the opensource WEKA web site [5]. The classiﬁers are conceptually
very different from the lazy learners used in the inverse classiﬁcation algorithm in order to decide the unﬁlled attributes.
We determined the classiﬁcation accuracy using two different methods: (1) We illustrate the classiﬁcation accuracy
on the test data with the reduced number of attributes. The
training is performed on the same set of reduced attributes.
We refer to this accuracy as Tbef ore . The accuracy of the
classiﬁcation process will typically reduce with fewer number of attributes. (2) For each case in which we tested with
a reduced number of attributes, we used the inverted classiﬁcation algorithm to ﬁll in the missing attributes. Then, we
tested the classiﬁcation accuracy on the modiﬁed data with
the ﬁlled in attributes. The corresponding classiﬁcation accuracy is referred to as Taf ter .
For each case, we computed the accuracy of the classiﬁcation process with increasing number of removed attributes.The results are illustrated in Figures 1, 2, and 3 respectively for the Bayes classiﬁer, decision tree, and decision table classiﬁers respectively on the mushroom data set.
In most cases, the value of the accuracy before substitution
of the missing attributes (Tbef ore ) reduces with increasing
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